The systematic variations of regular saeeadic reaction times induced in gap]overlap paradigms are addressed by a quantitative model. Intentional and visual information are integrated on a retinotopic representation of visual space, on which activity dynamics is related to movement initiation. Using a specific conception of "motor preparation", known effects of general warnings and fixation point onand offsets are reproduced. Results of new experiments are predicted and the extent to which fixation point offsets are specific to ocular responses is analyzed in the light of the exposed model architecture. Relations of the theoretical framework to neurophysiologicai findings are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
If subjects are instructed to react to the appearance of a go signal with a fast movement of their eyes, then reaction times are observed which are much longer than hypothetical conduction delays. The saccadic reaction time (SRT) is known to depend on several external and internal factors. If subjects track a fixated light spot stepping to an unpredictable position, then typically mean SRTs ranging from 180-250msec are observed. If the offset of the fixation point (FP) precedes target onset by a certain gap interval, mean SRTs of visually guided saccades can be reduced considerably in humans (down to 100-140msec) and in monkeys (down to 70-130 msec) (Saslow, 1967; Ross & Ross, 1980; Fischer & Boch, 1983; Fischer & Ramsperger, 1984; Reulen, 1984a; Kalesnykas & Hallet, 1987; Wenban-Smith & Findlay, 1991; Reuter-Lorenz, Hughes & Fendrich, 1991) . This "gap effect" could also be observed using an auditory signal preceding target onset without changing a fixated stimulus (Ross & Ross, 1981) .
By contrast, a prolongation of mean SRTs is observed as compared to reactions to target steps if the FP overlaps in time with the target (Saslow, 1967; Ross & Ross, 1980; Reulen, 1984a; Boch & Fischer, 1986; Kalesnykas & Hallet, 1987) . Here, SRTs are often found to be longer than 250 msec. Importantly, the actual mean SRT depends on the overlap interval (time from target onset to FP offset) in a graded fashion. The functional dependency of SRTs on the gap interval and on the amount of overlap, respectively, can even be lumped together to form one continuous gap/overlap curve, so that an overlap interval can be interpreted conceptually as a negative gap interval. Furthermore, not only a continuously present fixated object can increase SRTs in comparison to gap conditions. Also, its (re-)appearance or change in shape shortly before, as well as up to 150 msec after, target onset is known to increase SRTs effectively (Ross & Ross, 1980; Braun & Breitmeyer, 1990) . The reduction of SRTs in the gap paradigm was further differentiated on the basis of bimodal SRT distributions. The fast mode, near 80 msec in monkeys and 110 msec in humans, has been termed express mode, whereas the second part of the bimodal SRT distribution has been referred to as regular mode (Fischer & Boch, 1983; Fischer & Ramsperger, 1984) . The phenomenon of express saccades turned out to be fragile in humans. Large differences between subjects can be observed and some authors failed to reproduce bimodal SRT distributions at all (e.g. Wenban-Smith & Findlay, 1991; Kingstone & Klein, 1993b) . Although the occurrence of express saccades is favored by the gap paradigm, the introduction of a gap is not a necessary condition to observe the express mode. Express movements can even be made in overlap conditions using trained subjects (Boch & Fischer, 1986) or during nearly natural scanning behavior (Sommer, 1994) . The fact that certain 2912 KLAUS KOPECZ necessary conditions are required to observe express saccades can be used to distinguish them operationally from regular saccades: express responses cannot be made to continuously present targets (Boch & Fischer, 1986; Rohrer & Sparks, 1993) , to targets appearing concurrently with other visual features (Nothdurft & Parlitz, 1993; McPeek & Schiller, 1994) , or to "anti-targets" in the anti-saccade task . Thus, although gap conditions favor express saccades, they can be viewed as independent responses, the occurrence of which can be decoupled (e.g. by training) from the reduction of regular SRTs.
Aside from the relative timing among warning events and target onset, SRTs can be prolonged by more complex stimulus configurations requiring a target selection (e.g. Ottes, van Gisbergen & Eggermont, 1984; Heywood & Churcher, 1980) . Furthermore, expectation about the upcoming target location based on prior knowledge can reduce SRTs (Kowler, Martins & Pavel, 1984) . Also, physical stimulus parameters, like intensity, are known to influence reaction times strongly (Wheeless, Cohen & Boynton, 1967) .
The aim of the theoretical study presented here, is to propose a quantitative framework which is able to integrate the action of visual events with behaviorally relevant information imposed onto subjects by the experimental task. Specifically, effects on the latency of regular saccades in gap/overlap paradigms are addressed where general warnings and FP off-and onsets precedes, or follows the appearance of a visually defined target. To make the terminology unambiguous, I refer to the "gap effect" as the latency reducing effect of an arbitrary warning signal on regular saccades and view the generation of express saccades as an independent process, which is, however, usually coupled to the generation of regular saccades. It is the gap effect in regular saccades which is addressed by this study. Below, the different identified components which contribute to the gap effect will be discussed. I leave aside contributions of processes of target selection, effects of prior knowledge as well as variations in physical stimulus parameters. By using the concept of dynamic fields and topographic mappings I show that SRTs can be understood as a reflection of dynamic changes of activity configurations on these fields under the combined action of intentional and sensory information. Due to the inherent presence of representations of visual space within the exposed framework it is possible to address behaviors showing a discrepancy between visual target information and intended movements as required in the anti-saccade task.
As a concrete mathematical implementation of the dynamic field idea, the "neural field" equation proposed by Amari (1977) is used, which had been applied in a theory of self-organizing mappings in primary sensory cortex (Amari, 1989) . The dynamic field framework is developed from functional principles (derived from behavioral data), but, due to the model's phenomenology, relations to neurophysiological findings can be discussed. For instance, the consistent treatment of intentional information within the model suggests a specific mechanism of "'motor preparation" within neural structures relevant for saccadic movements.
BEHAVIORALLY RELEVANT FACTORS IN GAP/OVERLAP PARADIGMS
As reviewed in the Introduction, the gap effect has been studied with a variety of different signals preceding target onset. To incorporate these results into a model, it must be analyzed, which of these events must be seen as acting qualitatively different and which must be seen as being interpreted equivalently by the saccadic system. Reulen's experimental and theoretical results (1984a, b) support the view that it is not the presence or absence of an FP per se which affects SRTs, but that it is the transient offset event which is responsible for the reduction of reaction times. This was concluded, for instance, from the fact that SRT distributions in conditions of no FP and a continuously visible FP appeared to be similar. In contrast to the reducing effect of FP offsets, its onset acts in a more complex way onto SRTs. Ross and Ross (1980) showed that for positive gap intervals the onset reduces SRT (but less effective than offsets) but for negative gaps (overlaps) down to -200 msec, SRTs are increased as compared to conditions where the fixation point had not been changed. This led these authors to assign a dual role to the onset event. The first is to act as a general warning signal used by the saccadic system to start the preparation of an eye movement before target onset. They showed that this alerting event also reduces reaction times of manual responses (Ross & Ross, 1981) . The second role is specific to saccades. The onset interferes with an ongoing motor preparation by virtue of the visual transient itself.
Recently, more evidence for the existence of two components contributing to the gap effect has been accumulated. For example, Kingstone and Klein (1993a) distinguished between a "'fixation offset effect" and a "preparation effect". The latter is relevant, for instance, using peripheral offsets which affect ocular, as well as manual responses, whereas, in addition to the preparation effect, the fixation offset effect is observed for ocular responses only. Further, Reuter-Lorenz et al. (1991) found that the fixation offset effect is specific to visually guided saccades. They also used FP offsets separated by a gap interval from target onset, but controlled for the preparation effect by using an additional acoustic tone as a warning. They found that the offset reduced SRTs in visually guided conditions, but gave no further benefit in the anti-saccade task (but, see Fischer & Weber, 1993, p. 598 , and the Discussion section below).
Therefore, three different behaviorally relevant types of information will be distinguished when addressing gap/overlap paradigms: (1) FP offset, (2) FP onset, (3) general warning events. It is important to note that the preparation effect associated with general warning events is related to the very artificial restrictions imposed onto subjects by the paradigms used to study the behavior in gap conditions. Subjects are, of course, instructed not to move until a certain go signal is perceived. Without any instruction, a subject is likely to react immediately with an eye movement to, for instance, the onset of a tone. Even the sudden disappearance of a fixated object would naturally evoke saccades aimed at finding the lost object of interest. It is the subject's intention not to move, imposed by instruction, which suppresses this kind of behavior. Thus, the preparatory effect is intimately linked to the way saccades (and other movements) are controlled voluntarily. Similarly, without instruction, the sudden appearance of an object at a currently fixated location is likely to suppress saccades into the periphery, or even might cancel an ongoing motor preparation. Thus, due to the instruction to move despite the foveal onset, the FP onset effect is likely to be a reflection of an interference between the suppressing effect of the visual onset and the subject's intention to move to the periphery. Consequently, every theoretical framework addressing gap/overlap data has to deal with the action of intention. Then, the way intentional information is dealt with will be nothing but a definition of the vague term "motor preparation".
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK. INTEGRATION OF INTENTIONAL AND SENSORY INFORMATION
Before developing the concrete model, first the assumptions and requirements used to select an adequate theoretical framework are listed:
(l) The total SRT is composed of three different contributions, which are afferent delay, "processing time", and efferent delay. The processing time depends on the behavioral situation and the history of the saccadic system (e.g. when a warning event had appeared). The introduction of a separate processing time is justified by estimations of afferent and efferent transmission delays. Becker and Jiirgens (1979) estimated the average sum of afferent and efferent delays to be about 80 msec based on results from double-step paradigms. Here, the target steps twice, where the second step is separated by a variable time interval from the first step. Smit and van Gisbergen 0989) estimated a mean total delay of 50 msec when interpreting the latency transitions in properties of velocity profiles. Throughout this study, afferent and efferent delays are estimated by 40 and 30 msec, respectively. This results in a processing time of the order of 100-200msec when referring to *Here, I parameterize explicitly the timescale by z, to make the relation of dynamics to processing times more obvious. Clearly, the righthand-side of equation (I) contributes as well to time constants of the dynamics. But, given a functional form for F [u,f~xt] , z u can be used to adapt the overall time scale. tFor purposes of this study there is no need to distinguish between retinal coordinates and motor coordinates (displacements). ~I assume the presence of a well-defined visual target (as is usually the case in gap/overlap paradigms) as well as a unique intention to move somewhere. Thus,f~is(x) andfn t (x) show only one maximum, respectively, specifying the movement goal.
regular SRTs in gap/overlap paradigms. This clearly shows that aside from transmission delays, time constants are involved, which determine the speed of processes relevant for movement initiation.
(2) To model processing times, a variable u(t) is introduced as a time dependent descriptor of the state of the saccadic system relevant for movement initiation. Further, a criterion is required which is dependent on the actual value of u (t), and is used to initiate the movement. One may think of u(t) as representing a kind of readiness, which, when exceeding some threshold criterion, initiates the movement. A time-course of u(t) can be dealt with by defining dynamics of u(t) (i.e. a differential equation), which represents a rule for the temporal evolution of readiness:
F(', ") is some function which remains to be specified and ru is a characteristic time constant* determining the rate of change of u(t). f~xt(t) represents external influences. To give an idea in which way the processing time could be accounted for, for instance, the choice
results in an exponential relaxation ofu(t) tofext with the relaxation time zu. When u(t) crosses a threshold during its relaxation, the movement starts after the additional efferent delay. Within the large variety of models of reaction times (mostly addressing statistical properties), the combination of dynamics and threshold used here is close to the description proposed and analyzed by Pacut (1977) . (3) Aside from the temporal aspect of processing times, I want to address spatial aspects relevant for gap/overlap paradigms like, for instance, the response specificity of the fixation offset effect. Thus, u must not only depend on time, but also on the retinal coordinate, x. The variable u(x, t) is now called a field, or, with respect to the dynamics to be defined, a dynamic field. It codes for a readiness for movement to a location defined by the displacement, x, relative to the fixation direction.t For simplicity, only one-dimensional movements (e.g. along the horizontal meridian) are considered so that x represents the amplitude of a possibly upcoming movement.
(4) I distinguish between visual information fvis(x, t) and intentional information fnt(x, t), both acting additively onto the readiness dynamics: z, ti(x, t) = Flu(x, t)] -3Lfnt (x, t) +fvis(x, t).
Both types of information can specify movement goals by having a local maximum around the location the movement is aimed at.:~ In this way, u(x) can be raised over threshold at locations specified by intended, or visually defined targets. The reasoning behind equation (3) is depicted in the block diagram Fig. 1 . Within the box labeled "instruction", sensory signals are interpreted as warnings or go signals and converted into spatial and temporal aspects Of fnt(X , t). This transformation level lies outside my theoretical treatment, so that in KLAUS KOPE('Z simulations, the spatio-temporal behavior of f~n~ will be based on assumptions described below. Visual information is coupled also directly to the readiness dynamics to be able to include the FP on/offset effects independent from the preparation effect, which is related to the instruction level.
Due to the spatial model layout, the intention Ji,~(x) can be peaked around x = 0, which corresponds to an intention to displace the eyes by a vanishingly small amount. In other words, f,~ can represent an intention not to move. I will refer to this configuration as having an intention to fixate. A problem arises if the intentional goal is different from the visual goal. This is relevant basically in two situations. (i) A peripheral visual target appears but the intention is to fixate. In some way intention must be able to suppress the action of visual information, not to raise the field over threshold at a peripheral location. (ii) The visual goal does not match the intentional goal as happens in the anti-saccade task. Again, the action of visual information must be suppressed. The following section presents a solution to this problem by introducing an adequate spatial interaction within the field.
Lateral inhibition dynamics: neural, dynamic fields
To see how the dominant role of intention can be accounted for, imagine the situation where the intention is to fixate regardless of visual disturbances. If, at a certain time, a visual non-target appears, fvi,,(x) will be peaked around the corresponding location, but must not raise the field over threshold. On the other hand, having no intention to fixate but an intention to move to the visually defined location, shall result in a movement. Thus, the field at peripheral locations must be further from threshold during fixations as compared to conditions of intended movements. This can be implemented by using a lateral inhibitory interaction which shapes non-visual visual 
zu determines the overall time scale as discussed above.
S(u) is a threshold function which takes on two values
only: S(u) = 0 for u ~< 0 and S(u) = 1 for u > 0. u0 is a constant parameter and w(x) is a function specifying the lateral interaction within the field. The parameter R determines the interval of movement amplitudes over which the field extends. Equation (4) can be seen as a spatial generalization of equation (2). It combines the simple relaxation idea (represented by the terms -u(x,t)-uo) with the requirement to deal with possibly conflicting visual and intentional movement goals. The spatial shape of external information is parameterized by Gaussians:
Here, x0 specifies the location of maximal input. The action of the intra-field interaction is now discussed in detail.
To implement the idea of lateral inhibition, the following parameterization of the interaction kernel, w(x), is used:
This is a Gaussian with amplitude ku and width a,, from which a constant, /4, is subtracted. The shape of this interaction profile is shown in Fig. 2 . Closely spaced field points excite each other, whereas more distant parts inhibit each other. Importantly, the interaction within the field is solely mediated by suprathreshold values of u(x), with respect to the threshold function S(u). As will be shown below, the threshold is related to the criterion when to start the movement. I use the term activity distribution for S[u(x)] and I will refer to a suprathreshold region on the field as activated region.
The functional role of most of the parameters introduced is discussed in the following sections. The role of parameters of minor importance, as well as the numerical procedures are described in the Appendix. There, a table with all parameter values used is also given. The lateral inhibition dynamics used here had been studied analytically by Amari (1977) with respect to the existence and stability of stationary solutions of the autonomous dynamics (i.e. without external input). The dependence of the width of activated regions on parameters as well as conditions for the existence of selfgenerated activity has been derived. Following Amari, I refer to the particular equation (4) as neural field dynamics.* Recent applications of this framework were in the field of the self-organization of topographic mappings (review Amari, 1989) , the modeling of the optic tectum of flogs and toads (Chipalkatti & Arbib, 1987; House, 1988) , and the integration of stereo cues (Amari & Arbib, 1977; Chipalkatti & Arbib, 1988) . In the context of saccadic motor planning, Kopecz and Sch6ner (1995) used dynamics fields to model the action of visual information and expectation based on prior knowledge onto the metrics of saccades.
Due to Amari's results, properties of the neural, dynamic field can be designed parametrically. The relevant results of this analysis are reviewed in the Appendix. Briefly, three different parameter regimes can be distinguished according to the stationary behavior of the autonomous dynamics (i.e. without external input): (1) only one homogeneous, subthreshold, stationary solution exists to which all initial conditions relax; (2) a bistable regime, where the homogeneous, subthreshold solution coexists with an inhomogeneous solution, which evokes one cluster of activity; (3) only the inhomogeneous solution exists, again evoking a cluster of activity. In the context relevant here, the latter parameter regime is used, in which all initial conditions relax to an inhomogeneous equilibrium state producing a cluster of self-generated activity, which persists even without external inputs. I return to a discussion of this choice in Section 4.1. Figure 3 depicts the basic field behavior relevant for the initiation of a saccade. To demonstrate the basic properties of field dynamics, the time-course of intentional and visual information is simplified as compared to complete gap/overlap simulations to be described below. The temporal field evolution is shown for two conditions. The left and right column depicts the field behavior under conditions of fixation and no fixation, respectively. Starting at time t = 0 (top panels), field distributions are plotted every 56 msec. The dashed lines indicate the zero level. If the field is raised over this threshold, activity is evoked at the corresponding locations, according to the threshold function S[u(x) ] in equation (4). In the fixation condition, intentional information acts onto the central field locations (around x = 0) evoking a cluster of activity, which in turn inhibits the peripheral parts of the field due to the lateral interaction (left column, top panel). At t = 50 msec, a peripheral input (which could be related, for instance, to a visual distractor) centered at 35 ° is applied to the field, without removing the intention to fixate. During the course of time, peripheral information shapes the field accordingly, but is not able to raise the field over threshold in the periphery. In the second column, no central intention acts onto the field. However, according to the chosen parameter regime, a small amount of activity is present on the field for t = 0. This amount is smaller than under conditions of fixation, so that the peripheral field is now less inhibited. Consequently, applying the same peripheral input as in the fixation condition, now results in the creation of peripheral activity (in the fourth panel from top), which in turn suppresses central activity due to the competing effect of the lateral interaction. Thus, in fixation conditions the creation of peripheral activity can be suppressed much more effectively as compared to conditions of no *The particular mathematical form of field dynamics cannot be uniquely related to the underlying assumptions. Other mathematical realizations are possible. It is the fact that the neural field can be analyzed analytically which led to this choice. 4. Temporal evolution of total activity and total, spatially weighted activity, according to Fig. 3 . A peripheral input arrives at the readiness dynamics at time tg o. Dashed~totted line: total activity on the field related to Fig. 3(a) . No change is observed due to the persisting central activity. Continuous line: total activity related to Fig. 3(b) . It takes the time tp for the peripheral input to raise the peripheral field over threshold, which is signalled here by an increased total activity (for some time, central and peripheral activity coexist). Dashed line: the total, spatially weighted activity can be used as a simple measure of the mean deviation of activity from the central position. The time this quantity deviates from zero measured from the time of go signal reception is taken as the processing time, t v (the weighted activity is plotted without a scale, because here, only its deviation from zero is important). The time tg,, does not represent the time the physical go event appears, but represents the time this go signal is received by the readiness dynamics. The origin of the time axis only indicates the start of the simulation. It is not related to the time of physical target onset. In the model, no units are associated with activity measures.
fixation. In this sense, an intention to fixate can suppress unwanted movements. The temporal evolution of global activity measures corresponding to Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 4 . The depicted time-courses of total activities are gained by integrating S [u(x, t) ] over the spatial field dimension, x. Due to our simple all-or-nothing definition of activity, the total activity can only change in unit steps. The dashed-dotted line depicts the total activity related to the left column in Fig. 3 . It is just a constant because the activity configuration was not changed by the peripheral input. The evolution of total activity related to the no fixation condition in Fig. 3 is plotted as a continuous line. For small times, the total activity is related to activity at the field center. At the time the field is raised above threshold at the peripheral location, the activity configuration changes. Peripheral activity grows at the cost of central excitation, which eventually disappears. The dashed line in Fig. 4 represents the criterion to initiate the movement. The total activity would not be an adequate choice, because an intention to fixate evokes activity as well. A criterion is required, which measures the deviation of activity from the central position. A simple measure compatible with this requirement is the total, spatially weighted activity, P, defined by:
The time-course of P is plotted in Fig. 4 in dashed style. It shows a clear increase from zero at the time the peripheral input evokes activity. In the following, the time between the arrival of the peripheral input at the readiness dynamics (tgo in Fig. 4 ) and the time when P deviates from zero is taken as the processing time, lp.
The total SRT then is derived by adding 70 msec transmission delays.
The basic feature that will be responsible for a preparation effect in the model is that for a fixed set of parameters, the time, tp, it takes to raise the peripheral field above threshold depends on the amount of central activity at the time of peripheral input's onset. This central activity determines the amount of inhibition in the periphery, which has to be overcome by the peripheral input. The more the periphery is inhibited the longer it takes to raise it above threshold.
Time-course of intentional information: the preparation effect
I now turn to the time-course of intentional information in relation to external events, like warnings, or target onset. Referring back to Fig. I , this time-course is thought to be generated by the processing stage labeled "instruction", for which, here, no dynamical model is given. Thus, this time-course must be based on assumptions, which are motivated now. In the gap paradigm, subjects are instructed to avoid any movements before the target appears. Thus, first, they have an intention to fixate. A crucial point within the model is now the postulate, that when a warning is perceived, subjects remot~e their intention to fixate. In this sense, they prepare for the movement to the upcoming target.
So, within the framework exposed here, motor preparation is defined as removing the voluntary response suppression. This does not imply that subjects, at this time, must have an intention to move somewhere. Here, an intention to move to a peripheral location is applied not until the go signal is received by the level relevant for intentional processing (the box "instruction" in Fig. l) . When the FP steps to a peripheral location to act as a target, removing the intention to fixate and applying the peripheral intention occur simultaneously. In the gap task, removing the response suppression and intending to move to a target become temporally segregated. Due to the given instruction, the intention to execute the visually guided movement is not established until target information has been received.
The suggested time-courses in the gap task of intentional and visual information as well as of the resulting field states are shown in Fig. 5 . No fixation on/offsets are applied, so that the pure preparation effect can be seen. Conditions with a gap of 0msec (left column) and 100 msec (right column) are compared. In the 100 msec gap condition, the warning signal is perceived at time t~.
Consequently, the intention to fixate is set to zero ('~flnt central" in the figure) . The activity, which is at that time self-generated amount (bottom panel). Concurrently, the located at the field center, starts to decay towards the field amplitude, u(t), at the peripheral locations increases towards the threshold, due to the decreasing inhibitory action of the centrally located activity (second panel from bottom). At the time visual target information is received (tgo), visual as well as intentional information act onto the corresponding peripheral field region and pulls the peripheral field towards the threshold (for the transient time-course of visual information, see next section). This threshold is crossed earlier in the 100 msec gap condition than in the 0msec condition, because during the 100msec gap, the central activity has already decayed to a certain amount which leads to less inhibited peripheral parts. The creation of peripheral activity is detected by a sudden increase of the total, spatially weighted activity, P(t) (bottom panels, dashed lines).
The resulting dependence of the processing time tp on the gap interval is the equivalent of the preparation effect observed in experiments. SRTs as a function of the gap interval are shown in Fig. 6 . The gap interval cannot be extended to negative values here, i.e. to overlaps, because, per definition, a warning event informs the subject about a following target appearance. If the sensory signal used as a warning in gap conditions (which are here at first different from an FP on/offset, e.g. an acoustic tone) is given after the target had appeared, then the target onset itself will serve the function of a warning. In other words, presenting the warning after the target, would not increase SRTs further. This was confirmed by Kingstone, Klein and Taylor (1995) using a peripheral visual warning (therein, see also their discussion of differences to acoustic warnings). The curve in Fig. 6 shows a steady decrease with increasing gap interval, reaching an asymptotic minimum for a gap of 300msec. Studies of the gap effect show for some subjects a re-increase in SRTs when gap intervals are increased beyond 200-300msec (e.g. Reulen, 1984a; Kalesnykas & Hallet, 1987) , but, for instance, Ross and Ross (1980) increased the gap interval up to 600 msec using non-visual warnings without noticing any reincrease in SRTs. This finding is similar to the model results shown in Fig. 6 , where a warning different from an FP on/offset was used. As shown in the next section, this behavior is different when an FP-offset acts as the warning. As already depicted in Fig. 5 , I distinguish between centrally located intention (intention to fixate) and a peripherally located intention. Accordingly, two amplitudes k~'~t and k~( are introduced, measuring the strength of either intention. More generally, the amplitude k~n, in equation (5) can be regarded as depending on the location %. In the model, this distinction is required due to the different functional roles of central and peripheral information.
As a reaction to the target appearance, visual as well as intentional information is taken to act concurrently onto a peripheral field region. The strengths of the individual contributions are adjusted such that peripheral intention evokes a movement even without visual *It is convenient to stay within the formalism of differential equations to describe all processes within the model by the same mathematical tools. The low-pass filtering may be as well described in terms of system theory, defining appropriate transfer functions. In the present case of linear dynamics, both descriptions can be easily transformed into each other.
information, but peripheral visual information alone is too weak to raise the field over threshold. This implies here the addressed nature of voluntary saccades as contrasted to purely stimulus driven, reflexive responses. However, the presence of FP offset and onset effects clearly supports the view that visual information is relevant for the timing of voluntary saccades as well. It would appear to be artificial to introduce a boundary which separates central and peripheral field regions by coupling visual information only to the central part. The consequences of this qualitatively equivalent treatment of central and peripheral visual information will be part of the Discussion.
Time-course of visual information:fixation on/off;s'et effects
In the model, the primary role of visual information is to mediate the observed FP off-and onset effects. Within the dynamic field framework the integration of visual information is straightforward. Visual onsets are coupled with a positive sign to the field dynamics and visual offsets with a negative sign. In this way, central onsets contribute to a conservation of central activity on the field. Consequently, if centrally located intention is removed to allow for a movement into the periphery, it takes longer (compared to a missing FP onset) for the peripheral intention to raise the field above threshold because the central visual onset results in an additional inhibition at peripheral field locations. Similarly, due to the negative coupling, FP offsets weaken central activity, so that it becomes easier for peripheral intention to initiate a movement.
An additional assumption must be made with respect to the time-course of visual information in response to on-and offsets. These are regarded to act transiently onto the field dynamics and thus their action is of limited duration. This assumption is in line with experimental data, because it yields a realistic time-course of on/offset effects. To keep the number of parameters small, visual information is obtained by a low-pass filtering of on-and offset events, which is characterized by a transfer amplitude and a time constant. During simulation studies it turned out to be essential to distinguish explicitly between visual offsets and onsets in the sense, that for both, respectively, different time constants and transfer amplitudes must be introduced. This is required to adjust the amount of onset and offset effects independently from each other. In the model, the on/offset specificity of the temporal filter is dealt with by decomposing visual information into an on-and offset component and filtering each component separately:* 
fvis(t) =./on(t) +foe(t) (8) Tonfon(t) = --ion(t) + R[~(t)]

rojo~(t) = -fo~(t) -R[-~(t)]
R(y)=y for y >0 and R(y)=0 otherwise) which is
used to distinguish between on-and offsets. The timecourse of visual information is shown in Fig. 7 . The choice of transfer amplitudes and time constants is discussed now. Extending the parameterization of the spatial shape of visual information (cf. equation 5), two transfer amplitudes ko. and kofr are introduced. Similarly to the treatment of intentional information, I distinguish between transfer amplitudes of central and peripheral visual information, respectively. The central amplitudes, k~ and koC~ n, are set to gain a reasonable on/offset effect for a vanishing gap. When compared to complete overlaps, this effect is adjusted to be approximately 30 msec for offsets and 15 msec for onsets (Ross & Ross, 1981) . The visual time constants %, and rofr affect the detailed shape of gap/overlap curves. Zofr is set to find a significant offset effect also for gaps as large as 200 msec. The onset time constant is adjusted on the basis of the observation that SRTs show a steady increase if the FP onset follows the target, taking on a maximum for overlaps of ~ 100 msec (Ross & Ross, 1981) . If onset information decays too slowly, no further prolongation of SRTs is observed if the overlap interval is increased above zero. This is the main reason for introducing separate filters for on-and offsets, respectively. In particular, onsets decay faster than offsets and a higher transfer amplitude, ko~n n, is attributed to them (cf. Fig. 7 and Table A1 ).
The gap/overlap curves where FP on/offsets act as a warning signal are shown in Fig. 8 . For positive gaps, the on/offset events are taken to act also as a warning, for negative gaps the target onset acts as the warning. e.g. Ross (1980, 1981) . For large overlaps both curves approach the level of complete overlap, where changes in the FP occur too late to affect reaction times. Due to the transient action of visual information the effects of on/offsets are restricted to certain gap intervals. Thus, both curves reach the asymptotic value of 165 msec for gaps larger than 300 msec. This level is given by the asymptotic size of the general preparation effect (of. Fig. 6 ). The offset curve shows a minimum at a gap of 200 msec, before reaching the asymptotic level. The FP offset reduces SRTs as compared to the pure preparation effect (of. Fig. 6 ), but the offset curve must also converge to the preparation asymptote, so that an increase in SRTs occurs at intermediate gap intervals. The exact position of this minimum is given by the time constant of the visual offset transient. The opposite reasoning holds for the onset curve. Onsets prolongs latencies as compared to non-visual warnings, but, for large overlaps, the same asymptote must be approached as for non-visual warnings. Consequently, the onset curve shows a relative maximum, the position of which is determined by the time constant of the onset transient. As discussed in the previous section, several noncompatible reports about a re-increase of SRTs for large gap intervals can be found in the literature. Results from my model suggest that at least one component of an observed re-increase might be due to the transient nature of visual information. This is compatible with the data of Ross and Ross (1981, their Fig. 1 ) who observed no re-increase for auditory warnings, but a minimum for FP offsets warnings. These comparisons remain episodic, and more systematic experimental studies are needed to test for a relation between visual transients and re-increases in reaction time.
DISCUSSION
A functional model of the part of the saccadic system relevant for movement initiation was proposed. Specifically, I addressed behavioral data from gap/overlap paradigms in which strong effects in SRTs can be induced. The theoretical framework is based mainly on three principles: (1) The state of the saccadic system relevant to movement initiation can be described by a certain readiness. The time-course of readiness in conjunction with a threshold criterion determines SRTs. (2) Effects of visual and intentional information on SRTs are dealt with by defining readiness dynamics to which these kinds of information are coupled. (3) The spatial generalization of readiness dynamics (field dynamics) raises the problem of possibly incompatible intentional and visual movement goals. This can be solved by defining inhibitory interactions within the field.
These three principles led in a rather natural way to the framework of neural, dynamic fields. It was shown that within this framework it is possible to integrate several experimental findings resulting from the isolated and combined action of different components contributing to gap/overlap curves. The consistent reproduction of experimental results was based on a particular conception of motor preparation. Movements are prepared for by removing the intention to fixate. This does not imply having an intention to move somewhere. It is the temporal dissociation between motor preparation and intention to move which, in my view, reflects the situation prepared by the gap paradigm. Further, within the spatially continuous scheme, intentions to move and not to move (i.e. to fixate) are not categorically different. The latter is only distinguished by its action onto the central field.
Before discussing more relations to experimental data, I want to comment on the conceptual standing of the theoretical framework of dynamic fields. Due to the presence of a representation of visual, or movement space, there is no intrinsic separation between the decision where to go and when to go. I view this as a prerequisite for models addressing interactions between saccade metrics and saccadic reaction times, like revealed, e.g. in double-step paradigms (one target stepping twice). Kopecz and Sch6ner (1995) showed that target selection within the saccadic system can be understood within a similar theoretical framework. Thus, a coherent understanding of metrical and reaction time aspects might be provided by this setting. Other quantitative, theoretical works on reaction times mostly address statistical aspects of reaction time distributions (see Pacut, 1977 for an overview), whereas here the relation to the behavioral context is emphasized, as well as the integration aspect. The yet most quantitative model of SRTs in gap/overlap paradigms was proposed by Reulen (1984a, b) . Aside from the theoretical framework, an important conceptual difference between Reulen's and this model is the significance attributed to intentional information here. Reulen did not distinguish between the general preparation effect and on/offset effects, so that he implicitly referred to the visual effects, which he mapped on a facilitation of sensory processing. This relation between offset effect and enhanced sensory processing was later rejected experimentally by ReuterLorenz et al. (1991) , by carefully distinguishing between offset effect and warning effect.
The used here summation of visual and intentional information (cf. equation 4) to act jointly on one decision stage yields a simple prediction: SRTs of visually guided saccades should be shorter than SRTs to targets which are only defined by intention. If intentional and visual information both act on the readiness dynamics, they raise the peripheral field faster over threshold as compared to the case of having only intentional information available. A reduced SRT of visually guided saccades compared to memory guided saccades has been reported, e.g. by Smit, van Gisbergen and Cools (1987) , which indeed can be interpreted in the sense of summation.* Other types of information can be treated in the same way, for instance, pre-information based on prior knowledge about target locations. The action of preinformation could be to pre-shape the field at expected locations and thus bring it closer to threshold. This, in turn, would decrease SRTs to targets in expected locations as indeed observed by Kowler et al. (1984) . This integration aspect of dynamic fields is in line with recent contributions to the question whether reaction times are the outcome of a so-called race architecture (independent decision stages attributed to different sensory modalities), or whether they show the behavior expected from a summation structure (convergence of different types of sensory information at a decision stage). The results of Hughes, Reuter-Lorenz, Nozawa and Fendrich (1994) , who studied the statistics of reaction times of responses to redundant target information, support the view of central summation stages where sensory information converges. My model is clearly of this summation type and it extends the summation concept from purely sensory signals to internally generated signals like intention, or expectation.
Predictions of the model
To check further the validity of principles underlying the model, simulations of two experimental protocols are done, which go beyond the usual gap/overlap paradigms. The first mimics an experiment done by Braun and Breitmeyer (1990) , who performed a gap paradigm using the FP offset as a warning, 200 msec before target onset. Further, they let the FP reappear after a variable period (the off interval), measured from FP offset. The outcome of the corresponding simulations is shown in *It would not be "fair" to refer to anti-saccades to support the prediction, because in that case, some time-consuming spatial transformation is needed to find the saccadic goal (see below). Fig. 9 together with the experimental protocol. Consistent with Braun and Breitmeyer one observes a dependency on the off interval showing a maximal SRT at time of target onset. The variations in SRT induced by this paradigm are about 25 msec in the simulation (excluding the condition of vanishing off interval equivalent to a complete overlap, for which no data point is plotted in Fig. 9 ), whereas Braun and Breitmeyer found variations of more than 50 msec. But, importantly, these authors also included express saccades in their mean SRTs, which were strongly suppressed when the FP reappeared around the time of target onset. Thus, the effect on regular saccades (which they did not report separately) can be expected to be smaller. The second simulated experimental protocol, to my knowledge, has never been reported in the literature. The outcome of these simulations is intimately linked to the assumption on the stationary state of field dynamics (cf. Section 3.1). There, the parameter regime was used, where an activated region persists even without external inputs, i.e. without visual and intentional information. The alternative was to have an equilibrium without any activity, i.e. a subthreshold equilibrium. But how can, operationally, the case of self-generated activity be distinguished from having field dynamics with a subthreshold equilibrium? Also in the latter case a certain reaction time would be observed, because the field is subthreshold everywhere, in particular, in the periphery. But there is a crucial question, the answer to which can rule out one of the two cases: if the system is prepared to be in a state of "optimal readiness" by a preceding warning event, does the offset of the FP at the time of target onset reduce the reaction time further? This situation of "optimal readiness" can be prepared using a warning signal leading to a decay of the central field to its resting level before a target appears. If there is a certain amount of persistent activity, an FP offset applied simultaneously with the target stimulus, will reduce this central activity further, which in turn decreases peripheral inhibition, resulting in a reduced SRT when compared to no FP offset. If the state of "optimal readiness" corresponds to a subthreshold field distribution, the FP offset will inhibit the central field further, but without any effect on peripheral field locations, because the lateral interaction within the field is mediated only by activity, requiring a suprathreshold field (cf. Section 3.1). Thus, no difference between applying an FP offset or not applying it will be observed. This illustrates that an experimental test can be designed to distinguish between these two alternatives.
To study the behavior in the case of self-generated activity, we simulated a paradigm where a warning is given (300 msec before target onset), followed by an FP offset after a variable period (cf. Fig. 10 ). SRTs as a function of the gap between FP offset and target onset (FP-off gap) are shown in Fig. 10 . For negative FP-off gaps (offset after target onset), SRTs converge to the value found for the pure preparation effect at a gap of 300 msec (cf. Fig. 6 ), because the offset is too late to interfere with the creation of peripheral activity. More important, most of the SRTs are below the level given by the minimal SRT observed in conditions where the FP offset acts simultaneously as a warning. This is indicated by the line labeled "offset 200'" (cf. Fig. 8 ). Further, a characteristic minimum can be observed at an FP-off gap of 75 msec. Thus, a prediction is that when dissociating warning and FP offset in time, SRTs can be decreased below the level observed in "traditional" gap conditions, where the offset is also used as a warning. As discussed above, this prediction is linked to the assumption on the nature of the stationary states of autonomous field dynamics.
One reason for distinguishing between general warnings and FP offsets as independent factors contributing to the gap effect is the "response specificity" of FP offsets. Ross and Ross (1981) demonstrated that FP offsets reduce manual reaction times no more than acoustic warnings do. This was found to be in contrast to ocular responses. Reuter-Lorenz et al. (1991) restricted this specificity further to visually guided saccades based on their finding that FP offsets, applied independently from a warning, did not reduce reaction times in the anti-saccade task. This was questioned by Fischer and Weber (1993, p. 598 ) who reported on reduced SRT due to FP offsets in the anti-saccade task, even if the warning was controlled. My model includes a simple mechanism which might be responsible for "response specificities" as such, as well as for the conflicting results in the literature. The key feature is the transient nature of visual information, which lets an FP offset interfere only for a limited period of time with the decision to initiate the movement. In the simulated gap experiments presented so far, one can observe this interference for most of the gap intervals used, appearance immediately (after the gered a corresponding intention to to be a reasonable assumption, because the target afferent delay) trigmove. This appears because no further transformation of the retinal error into a displacement is required. Both quantities are identical due to the experimental setup. The situation changes in the antisaccade task. Here, the required displacement must be first derived from the retinal error. In view of the observed increasing SRTs (Hallet, 1978) , it is obvious that this process requires some time. Interpreting this finding in terms of the scheme in Fig. 1 , the action of visual information and the action of the intention to move to a non-visually defined location become separated in time due to the required spatial transformation, which is thought to take place at the level labeled "instruction". If this additional "transformation time" is large enough, one can expect that visual information has decayed completely due to its transient nature, so that no interference with intentional information is observed any more.
To demonstrate this effect, results from a simulated paradigm of Reuter-Lorenz et al. (1991) are shown in Fig. l 1. A warning signal is given 200 msec before target onset simultaneously with the FP offset (FP-gap condition). The SRTs obtained are compared to the condition where only the warning had been given, without changes in the FP (FP-overlap condition) . To simulate the effect of response mode (visually-guided, or "anti"), a delay, t~, is introduced between the time visual target information is received and the onset of the intention to move. This mimics the additional transformation time required in the anti-saccade task. In Fig. 1 I, FP-gap and FP-overlap conditions are compared. One clearly observes that the benefit from the FP offset decreases with increasing tT and thus with increasing reaction time. In this sense, the model effect of FP offsets is not specific for responses, but simply a function of the total reaction time. This might explain findings reported by Fischer and Weber (1993, p. 598) . In their study of anti-saccades ) they found mean antiSRTs (in FP-gap conditions) of approximately 180 msec and found a benefit from FP offsets, whereas ReuterLorenz et al. (1991) reported mean anti-SRTs in the same condition of more than 220 msec and found no significant benefit from FP offsets.
The model results suggest that the reaction time as such may be at least one component contributing to the amount of FP offset effects, but it might also be important in which way the SRT is manipulated. For instance, Reuter-Lorenz et al. (1991) found no change in the benefit from FP offsets, if SRTs are increased by using dim targets. However, the appropriate way to test for FP interferences should be to locate the FP offset (or onset) at a point in time which is close to the reaction time of the response mode under study. In this way, one could also reconsider the question whether manual responses are affected by FP changes. For instance, Ross and Ross (1981) found manual reaction times of about 460 msec in conditions of complete overlap but they extended their overlap interval only up to 300 msec. To test for FP interferences, an overlap of 450 msec would have been more appropriate. 
Limits and extensions of the model 4.3. Relation to neurophysiology
Although I distinguished between central and peripheral information, by construction, dynamic fields are predestined to deal with visual space not only categorically, but to treat it as a continuum from center to periphery. In the simulations shown so far, target locations are chosen such that peripheral information has no spatial overlap with central activity. As far as this condition is fulfilled, reaction times do not depend on target distance. Activity dynamics change qualitatively if this spatial overlap occurs (in the model at eccentricities smaller than 25°). Then, an activated region does not grow at its final peripheral position at the cost of central activity, but central activity is drawn continuously to the location specified by the external input. Consequently, the total, spatially weighted activity shows a slow increase from the time the go signal is received. This behavior is not consistent with my previous definition of the reaction time, because now, the weighted total activity increases immediately from zero, which would correspond to a vanishing internal processing time. But the threshold criterion was chosen rather arbitrarily. Using a higher threshold, one observes that the processing time increases with decreasing target amplitude and even diverges. Clearly, such a strong increase has not been observed experimentally for all amplitudes smaller than 25 ° . But, importantly, the trivial linear mapping of visual space onto the field coordinate, x, was used and the width of active regions on the field as well as the widths of input information were not varied systematically. To relate better to experimental data it would be adequate to use a logarithmic mapping of visual space which is found, e.g in the Superior Colliculus of monkeys (Ottes, van Gisbergen & Eggermont, 1986) . Then, the increase in SRT can be expected to occur at much smaller amplitudes which may be consistent with the observed strong increase in SRTs at amplitudes below l ° (Weber, Aiple, Fischer & Latanov, 1992) , or below 0.5 ° (Wyman & Steinman, 1973) . Thus; to relate the model to this spatial aspect of SRTs, mapping functions must be introduced and relevant widths must be varied.
Although the gap paradigm often induces express saccades, this type of response can be viewed as a reflexive response mode, different from intended movements (cf. Introduction). Thus, to construct a model of SRTs not including express saccades is a reasonable approach. The difference between regular and express responses with respect to their dependence on behavioral relevant information (e.g. express saccades can only be made to targets defined by an onset) suggests that a different processing stage is involved in the generation of express saccades with its own relation to visual and intentional information. Nevertheless, this processing stage must be somehow coupled to the level relevant for the initiation of regular saccades. An extension of the model presented here which includes express saccades is currently under investigation.
Although derived from functional requirements, some working principles of the model can be compared to the organization and behavior of neural structures. The topographic representation of visual or movement space is a well known property of neural systems. In particular, the Superior Colliculus is probably the best studied structure with respect to the way space and movements are represented in mammals and which has intimate relations to saccadic eye movements (see e.g. Sparks, 1988 for a review). I will restrict my discussion mainly to collicular behavior, but many similar features had been described also in cortical areas. The behavior of collicular neurons is, of course, much more complex than the phenomenology shown by our model, but some common features are obvious. (1) Sensory space is coded in a retinotopic map and movements are coded by relative displacements. (2) A large portion of neural tissue is active before a movement. Movements are represented by a population code (Lee, Rohrer & Sparks, 1988; van Gisbergen, van Opstal & Tax, 1987) . (3) Evidence for lateral inhibitory interactions has been accumulated (e.g. by Douglas & Anderchek, 1991) .
In the model, a consequence of its retinotopic organization is the existence of "cells" related to fixations. Comparable cells had been studied in the Colliculus of cat and monkey (Peck, 1989; Munoz & Guitton, 1991; Munoz, Guitton & P61isson, 1991; Munoz & Wurtz, 1993) . Cells in the rostral pole of the Superior Colliculus, where the central visual field is represented, and movement related cells were found to show an approximately reciprocal pattern of activity. Fixation cells are active during periods of active fixation (even without a physical fixation target), whereas they pause during saccades. Movement cells show a reciprocal behavior, pointing at a mutually inhibitory interaction (Munoz & Wurtz, 1993) . In my model, activity at the central field region can be well compared to real fixation cell excitation. First, the reduction of central activity is a prerequisite for movement initiation, and second, central activity does not depend solely on visual input. When identifying "fixation cells" in the model with real fixation cells, the prediction arises that they reduce their population activity during a gap period. Munoz and Wurtz (1993) studied the activity of fixation cells during a blink of the fixation point, but importantly, their monkeys were instructed to keep the eyes stationary. Thus, no sign of "motor preparation" in the sense of removing the intention to fixate can be expected. To test this prediction, the gap paradigm has to be done while recording from fixation cells.
More indirect evidence for an identification of the model with fixation cell behavior is given by the breakdown of the hypothesis of mutual inhibition between fixation cells and movement related cells in its absolute form. Activity of both cell types is reciprocally related only for large saccades. Munoz and Wurtz (1993) found cells classified as "fixation" which did not pause for saccades up to 15 ° amplitude and even showed a movement related burst of activity. In this sense, a cell can be both of the fixation and the movement type. The proposed dichotomy must be seen as an approximation which is valid for large saccades only. This continuum between movement and fixation is a natural property of the field framework, because large portions of the field are activated simultaneously. It occurs in the spatial overlap situation discussed above, in which a point on the field is part of the centrally located activity and peripheral activity, simultaneously.
Other types of pre-saccadic activity can be observed in neural structures (e.g. Schall & Hanes, 1993; Glimscher & Sparks, 1992) , but a comparison with model features would be too speculative due to the very simple (all-ornothing) activity measures used in the model.
Conclusion
In this study it was shown that within the framework of dynamic fields, the effects of the timing of general warnings and FP off-and onset on the reaction time of saccadic eye movements can be successfully modeled. The simulated data shown in Figs 8, 9 and 10 reproduces well-known experimental results and includes testable predictions. The outcome of these different experimental protocols can be understood by the concept of integrating intentional and visual information by their joint action on readiness dynamics. Although the theoretical setting is derived from a functional reasoning based on behavioral data, similarities to neural design and working principles are observed. This shows how a functional analysis of behavior can lead to questions relevant to neurophysiology.
